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"Save Time Building Keyword Lists for your Next Niche Website By Leveraging The Effort Of Your

Competitors - Without Spending a Dime" Discover The Fortune That Lies Hidden in The Massive Piles of

Keywords on the Internet -- Yours FREE For The Taking Without Permission or Paying a Dime in Fees...

From: *NAMEHERE* Monday: 11:08 a.m Dear Friend, Have you ever wondered why some people seem

to have a "knack" for making a lot of money online? I was recently on a tele-conference call listening in on

2 popular online "Gurus" and a question was posed to one of them about how they dealt with competition

in their market place. The Guru said... "well that's interesting that you ask that question. I was recently

approached by a friend of mine who asked me if it was ok for them to create a site in the same Market as

I was in." ( First off, I had to find that funny... as I'm thinking to myself, does this guru own rights to this

market?? LoL ) Anyways.. The Guru replied.. " Of course you can I don't have a problem with it as I have

over 2,000 keywords that I use to draw traffic to my site. Unless your leaning over my shoulder chances

are its going to take you ages to research and come up with the same keyword Phrases I use. In Fact I

have some keyword phrases that make up pages on my site that would take you ages to figure out." After

hearing this and trying not to crack up laughing on the phone. It got me thinking. Suppose you knew this

persons website and you had a tool on hand that could swipe every keyword phrase they had created for

each individual page and then extract out of the page names each keyword phrase into a nice little txt file

which you could use for multiple purposes.. Questions to consider... How long would it take to manually

write or select every keyword phrase? How much time could this save in keyword research when

developing the next Niche Site? How much money would you save monthly by having a quick alternative

to WordTracker How could you use these same keyword phrases to pull in hoards of traffic? How could

you potentially profit from this large stack of keyword phrases? How could leveraging another persons

effort work in your favor? What ways could a regular business benefit from these phrases? Who would

like more Highly Targeted Traffic? Then it hit me.. Their are people who are pulling in thousands of dollars

every month from crappy looking directory sites geared towards tight niche markets? I don't even have to

mention the names of the programs that create these type of sites.. I'm sure your just like myself and you
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own one or two ;) I mean the internet is buzzing with gossip on Directory Generators and their power to

drive an Avalanche of targeted traffic to your websites products and services. These Money Spinning

Niche Sites can be banged out in minutes...IF.... you have done your keyword research, but that can take

anywhere from 1hr to 5 hrs.. Crikey O Riley!.. Who the hell has 5hrs to spare? If I do.. I don't want to use

it researching boring keywords. I want to go spend some time with my kids, grind the guitar or go

shopping.. so it got my brain ticking... "The 8 Minute Workout Comparison..." Time is one of those

precious things we are given, that you never get back.. once its used.. you cannot get it back. The Media

knows this, Fitness Gurus know this.. that's why with every well known workout DVD package on the

market, will always have the 8 minute workout video included. Come on you've seen it.. It gives you NO

EXCUSES for working out.. I mean everyone has 8 minutes in a day right? Usually its 8 minutes of

extremely brutal exercises.. The type I let my wife do.. whilst I sit their saying " Good Job Honey, Keep it

Up" ; ) I mean these sadistic videos are created to make you sweat as hard if not harder than doing the

full regular 45 minute workout. but the thing is THEY WORK! The reason they work is simple! Half the

battle with exercising daily is the thought of having to spend 45 mins working out.. I mean how many

times have you thought about all the other stuff you could be doing in those 45 mins? Excersing sucks!

but we want the benefits. Keyword Research Sucks! but we want the benefits! -- announcing " Keyword

Swipe" Its a Sunday Afternoon. Your thinking about what niche website you want to build next, maybe

your one of those people who has bought into the 1 year wordtracker account, maybe not.. Maybe you

have but your picking all the wrong keyword phrases. The Sun is shining outside and you really want to

be out there but you know you have to bang out one more site. The thought of spending 30 mins to 5 hrs

researching keywords for a new niche is enough to make you throw up your Sunday lunch... Instead you

head over to Yahooand type in a keyword phrase for a new niche site.. and there in the top 20 sites is a

directory site with more pages than you have time to look at. Each Page is a highly targeted keyword

phrase. Right, time to launch the tool.. Click Here and Watch KeywordSwipe in Action Part 1 Click Here

and Watch KeywordSwipe in Action Part 2 Click Here and Watch KeywordSwipe in Action Part 3 (video is

broken into 3 segments, move on to next one as soon as it stops) Within minutes... your now spidering in

pages with unique highly targeted keyword phrases just ready to be swiped and used. Moments later you

effortlessly click extact and watch it Remove the Unwanted URL leaving you with an easily manageable

txt file full of thousands of keyword phrases. Manually selecting or writing down each keyword phrase



could have easily taken hours if not days. Instead it took minutes! -- This is so much more than a page

Spidering Program.. Think about it! A Software Program that instantly draws in thousands of keyword

phrases that some poor soul has spent hours if not days researching and gathering together . Then, as if

by magic it spits out the unwanted parts and leaves you with exactly what you want. A Massive list of

Highly Targeted Keyword Phrases, ready to be used for profit. Some Specifics: What's Involved in using

this? Pretty Simple -- 1. Find or Come Across a Large Keyword Page Site 2. Place the URL into Keyword

Swipe 3. Hit GO and watch it Spider in all its Pages 4. Hit Extract and Wala.. You have a Goldmine of

Keyword Phrases!. "12 Powerful Reasons why Keyword Swipe is so Effective" It Complies Massive

Keyword Lists in Minutes! without spending a Dime! It Extracts Only the Keyword Phrases and Leaves

the Rest It Saves you Hours of Time Consuming Keyword Research You can minimize it to your tray and

continue working You decide what keyword Phrases to extract It works on .HTML and .PHP sites You can

whip out More Directory Sites Faster You can build more highly targeted Directory Sites or Article Sites

You can create larger and more focused PPC Campaigns You can Spy on your Competitors Pages and

Equal the Playing Field You can add to your current keyword lists, unique and potentially valuable terms

With its user friendly interface even a Non Techy could you use it But, What about Competition?

Remember.. there are thousands of people fighting to get the top position on the search engines,

everyone wants a piece of the pie and having any tool that can give you the edge online is worth

investigating. The Sad but true reality is that some people will buy and never use the tool, some people

will buy and use the tool completely differently to the way you use it. Your only limited by how creative

you can be with the keyword lists it can provide you. If I gave you a pot of Gold, and you sat their just

looking at it... It probably isn't going to do you or anyone else much good, but given some thought to how

you could use it.. probably wild horses couldn't stop you from running of with it. Why not keep this tool to

yourself? I was asked that question by a good friend of mine. He said " If I was you, I woudn't hand this

out to anyway.. just use it yourself.. and of course me" LOL I understood what he was saying.. but the fact

is people can benefit from this. I had it created to help me and I want other to benefit from it too. Think

about.. How many man hours is it costing you to search through wordtracker for your next niche site? Is it

really worth it? when you can press a few buttons, minimize and let it suck in thousands of keyword

phrases for free. " What's all this worth to you?" You'll be glad to know that I'm not going to charge you

anywhere near that amount of a good night out on the town. In fact, your total investment for this desktop



software for the next 50 people who buy is just $37.99. The time and money you'll save as result of

having your keyword lists built instantly by other people can very easily pay you back hundreds of times

your meager investment.
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